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We compute the L-groups ofwrtually polycychc groups ratlonall~ m terms ofa certam homolog~ 
theory We do this by first constructing a properly d~scontmuous action of a xwtually polycychc 
group on some Euchdean space and then constructing a fibenng apparatus for th~s action 
l 
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1. Results 
Consider a Lie group L with finitely many components.  Such L is amenable tf 
and only if  L= KR, where K is a maximal compact subgroup and R ~s a closed 
connected solvable normal subgroup of  L A discrete subgroup G of  an amenable 
Lie group L ts known to be virtually polycydic.  The coset space K\L  is homeomor-  
phic to some Euclidean space ~ ' ,  and G acts properly diseontmuously on this by 
right multiplication. The isotropy subgroup G, at a point y = K)¢ 6 K \ L is x - tKx  r~ 
G; so it is fintte. The orbit space K\L /G  is at_ n-dimensional orbifold. If G is 
torsion-free, then the action Is free, and K\L /G  is a K( G, l ) -mamfold.  
The fol lowing ~s the main theorem of  this paper. 
Theorem 1.1. Let L be a Lie group of  the form KR, where K ts a maximal compact 
subgroup and R ts a closed connected solvable normal subgroup of  L, and let G be a 
dtscrete subgroup of  L such that G c., R is cocompact m R. Then 
n×( K \L /G ,  L-~( ,3, )) ® 2~[~] ~ L~(G)  ®Z[~]. 
Here L -~ denotes the direct hmit of  Ramcki's L-" -groups [6, p 453], and ~.-~ 
denotes the L -~-theory  spectrum functor which will be discussed m Section 2. This 
is a rational computat ion o f  the L-groups of  virtually polycyclic groups in terms of 
homology, and is an L-group analogue of  a work o f  Quinn [8]. Note that any 
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virtually polycyclic group can be embedded m some finite extension of a connected 
solvable L~e group d~scretely and cocompactly [1], and that the assumption in the 
theorem is satisfied for th~s embedding. 
As a corollary to Theorem I I, we have 
Theorr.m 1.2. Let L and G be as m Theorem 1.1, and further assume that G zs 
torsion-free. Then ~voe(~" /G)  ®72'[~] =O for  n >1 4. ~ here ~TOP denotes the homotopy- 
TOP structure set 
Proof. For torsion-free virtually polycyctic groups. L~ ~ and L~ (=L~.) coincide. 
So, x~e have 
h '~(R" IG ,  n-(1))@,7/['] ~ L~(G)®27[~]. 
There is an ~dentificat~on: 
H,~, (~° I  G,  L(1 )) -~ H~_,((~"!  G)  x t '  ; O_t I )) 
~-- H° I (~" IG)  x I', ~, ~.( 1 )) 
= [ (~" /G)  x I'. a, G/TOP,  ,,] 
Thus the maps 
[ (2" /G)  x I'. ;~; G/TOP.  ~]--* L,~,(G) 
in the surgery ezact sequence for A" /G  are all isomorphisms modulo 2-torsion. 
Therefore ~zop(~/G)  vanishes for n >/4 modulo 2-torsion. since surgery theory 
works for manifolds w~th wrtually polyc~clic fundamental groups of d~mension 4 
[4] E 
The organization of this paper is as follows We first give a preose defimtion of 
the homology, which appears in Theorem 1.2, m Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce 
Farrell and Hsiang's "'fibering apparatus" for a group action of G on ~" [2, 3]. and 
give a generalization (Theorem 3 lJ of the main theorem of [10] In Section 4. we 
construct a fibering apparatus for the act;,on of G on ~" described above and obse~ e
that Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 3.1. 
2. Homology theory 
Let ~ be a covariant functor from spaces to spectra We assume that ~ ~s homotopy 
invariant, i.e., a homotopy equivalence of spaces X ~ Y induces a homotopy 
equivalence ofspectra ~(X)  ~ ha(Y). Let us review Quinn's homology theory spectra 
H(-; ~)  for spaces with stratified systems of fibrattons [7] In this paper, we always 
assume that a stratified system of fibrations has an iterated mapping cylinder 
decomposition [5] Thus if a continuous map p:E---, X is a stratified system of 
fibrations, then 
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(1) X is a polyhedron, and we fix a tlldngulation K of X whmh is a barycent-m 
subdivision of another triangulation L, 
(2) if b, b' are the barycenters of r,/ J jre L, then there is a map f(b,  b') p - J (b )~ 
p-~(b'L 
(3) for each k-simplex tr = (bo . . . .  , bk) of K, where bo, . . ,  b~ are the barycenters 
of to>" "> rk (eL),  p-~(o') is gwen as an iterated mapping cylinder of a chain 
p-l(bo) . . . . .  • p-l(bk) 
such that p : p-~(o-~ o- is identified with the standard projection onto the k-simplex 
A t, and 
(4) these structures are to be compatible when we pass from tr to simphces m ;~tr. 
Let us write bo = v,, We apply 5 ~ fiberwise to p. Define ~(p)  to be 
U ~(p- ' (x) ) .  
More precisely. 
~(P)= U 5~(P-'(v,,))×]o't/~, 
where the eqmvalence relatmn is generated by the ~dentification 
P l / t , t  ,,11× 1 
~(~-'(v~))xl;J/rl ' ~ ~(p-'(v.,~))xl0/rl. 
From now on we wr,te ~(o-) instead of ~(p-'(v,~)). The natural projections ~(a)  x 
Iorl--'l,~l assemble to produce a projection of ~(p)  to X, denoted by p,~ Since a 
spectrum is a sequence of pointed spaces ~j, the construction above actually defines 
a sequence of spaces ~j (p) ,  with projections p×" ~ j fp )~ X Also the basepoints of 
the pieces fit together to produce sections t X ~ ~j(p) .  Further the structure maps 
of ~j(cr) fit together to make ~(p)  an ex-spectrum over X. In fact, ff Yc  X is a 
subpolyhedron, these structure maps define a map 
~(p)lz(X)u (p~)-~( g)-, £~(g~,+,( p)/z(x)u (p,Y~( Y)) 
Now the homology groups H, (X,  Y; ~(p) )  are defined by 
Ht(X,  Y, ~(p))=li_~m ~rj .~(~j(p) / i (X)u(p, ) -~(Y)) ,  k~Z 
3 
Or equ iva l6nt ly ,  we can  f irst de f ine  an  f~-spect rum H(X, Y, 5~(p)), ca l led  the  
homology spectrum, by 
H~(X, Y, ~(p) )  = lira D~(5~,~(p)/~(X) ~ (p~)- '(Y)) ,  n ~ Z; 
J 
then the homology groups are the homotopy groups of thts spectrum. We list several 
properties of the homology groups below. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  p : E -> X ts a stratified system of fibrattons, then 
H~(X, ~(p))  = H~+~(S ~x X, * x X ;  ~(p ' ) ) ,  
ghere H~(X; :~(p)) denotes Ht(X,O; ~(p) )  and p'= 1 xp :S~x E-~ S ~ xX  
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Proposition 2.2. l f  p E ~ X is a strat~ed system of fibrations and Y ts a subpolyhedron 
of X, then there is a homology exact sequence of a parr: 
. . . .  H~( Y ; ) (p ' ) ) - ,  H~(X ,~(p) )~ H,(X, Y,~(p))--> Hk_m( Y , ) (p ' ) ) ->- .  
where p' denote~ the restnctton of p over Y 
Proposition 2.t is a direct consequence of [% Theorem 4 3], and Proposition 2.2 
is proved using Proposition 2.1 and the exactness at H×(X; ~(p)) ,  which can be 
proved as in the proof of [9, Theorem 5.2] 
Next suppose we have two consecutive stratified systehls of fibrations p : E --> X 
and q" X ~ W, where X and W are polyhedra. We say p and q are companble if
( I ) for each vertex v of  W, p :p-~q-l(v) --> q-~(v) is a stratified system of fibrations, 
and 
(2) for each simplex cr of W, plp-~q-~(~) is given by applying iterate¢I mapping 
cylinder construction to the above stratified systems of fibrations corresponding to
the vertices of or. 
If p and q are compatible, then th~,r composiUon qp E-~ W is also a straUfied 
~ystem of fibrattons. 
Proposition 2.3. I f  two stratified systems of fibratIons p. E -~ X and q : X --> W are 
compatible, then 
H(X;  ~'(p))---Q'~( W, ~( - ;  ~(p) ) (q) ) ,  
here H(- ;  ~'( p ) )( q ) denotes the ex-speetrum 
1.3 ~(q-~(w), ~(plq- ' (w)) )  
v E ~V 
over r~: 
Proof. 
b~n(x, ~(p)) 
=tim ~'(~Ux ~,..(p-'(x))/,,x)) 
J 
/ 
! 
J 
=li__mmO;((~JwH,- , (q- ' (w);~(P[q'(w))})/ i (W) ) 
3 
(x) 
=H.( W, H(-: ~(p))(q)). 
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~ne lde'~.t:: (~ ~ is due to the fact that the structure map for/~(p) factors as below: 
The direct limit !ira, O J(-) is obtained by first taking the direct limit m the horizontal 
direction and then taking the direct limit in the vertical direction. [] 
Let E be a topological space. In [ 10], the author defined the L -~-theory spectrum 
0_(E); its homology groups are the limits L~(~E)  of Ranicki's lower L-groups 
Lj/(rhE).  These L-groups may differ from one another only by 2-torsion ~.~(E) 
(n e Z) is a A-set whose k-simplex is a strictly ( -n  + k + m) dimensional geometric 
2~-module quadratic Poincar6 special (k+2)-ad on ~"x  E which is totally fi.'::te 
and has bounded rad:~us in ~m for some m. When we take a face of a simplex, we 
allow stabilization by taking tensor products with the geometric symmetric Pomca~6 
complex on ~ associated with the unit circle S' 
Suppose we have a map f :  E ~ X onto a compact metric space X. Then we can 
introduce a size control of simplices of L(E) measured in X viaf. P'(X, p, e) denotes 
the subset of U_(E) made up of all the simplices with radius ~e. The controlled 
L-~-theory spectrum [L-:~(X; p), which was denoted A°(X; p) m [10], consists of 
A-sets tL ~(X ;  p) whose k-simplex is a simplicial map A k x [0, ~)  ~ ~-~ (E) satisfying 
~_e following: 
(11 there zs a sequence , of numbers mop.otone decreasing to 0, s,ch that the 
image of A ~ x [t, ce) lies in P',(X, p, e,), and 
(2) the dimensmns of simplices in the image are bounded. 
The following are the key techn,cal lemmas in [10]. 
Lemma 2.4 (Characterization Lemma). Let p: E -> X be a strenfied system of fibra- 
tions, then, H(X,  ~-~(p)) is homotopy equwalent to ~_-<(X; p). 
Lemma 2.5 (Shrinking Lemma). Let p be as above. Then gzbev an), posmce integer 
n, there ex:sts e>0 such that for an), ~ with 0<8<e,  iere is a function 
S: P~( X, p, ~ )~ ~ ~ ~_~ (X , p) such that the foUowmg composition is homotol:lc to the 
inclusion map: 
s , v ,  s ~c re~tr :c l lon  
Pj(X.p,  6) ~_ j  ~X;p) , D.,(E), 
where ~'AX, p, 3"~'~ denotes the subset of  P~(X,p,~) whwh is made up of ads of 
dimension <~n. 
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When X is a single point, there is no size control and ~-~(~, E ~ *) Is hemotopy 
equivalent to n_(E), 0--~('~; E ~ ~) is also denoted ~_-~b.) 
If p E --> X is the control map, we have a functonal forgetful map 
a_-~(X,p).oL-*(E),  
we can also view this map as the restriction map to 0 
¢u-~(X, p) --> ~_(E). 
The compositton 
F~(X; L-~:(p))--)L-~( X,  p )~L(  E ) 
is called *.he assembly map, and a more precise statement of Theorem 1.1 is" 
Theorem 2.6. Let L and G be as m the first section. Let We be a contracnble free 
G-complex, and let p denote the projecnon (N" x W~)/ G-~N"/ G, then the assembly 
map reduces an tsomorphtsm 
H~(~"/G,  ~-~(p))~Z[~]--> L~(G)®Z[~]  
Note that the preim~ge of a point [y] by p is p-~([j~])= WJG, ,  where G, is 
the isotropy subgroup of G at yeN"  = K\L  
3. Fibering apparatus and L-groups 
Let G be a group acting properly discontinuously on ~n with a compact orbit 
space. Afibering apparatus for this action is a triple {F, tb, f}, where F is a crystallo- 
graphic group acting on N n , ~b is an eplmorphism G --> F, and f is a &-eqmvariant 
fibratlon En-->N m with fiber homeomorphic to N "-~" 
Let We bc a contractible free G-complex. G acts freely on 3" × We diagonally 
The projechon onto the first factor induces a map p: (Nnx WG)/G-~" /G .  We 
assume that 
(!) oiblt types det¢;~,ine a simphcial stratification of N"/G, and 
(2) p is a stratified system of fibratlons. 
Now suppose {F, th, f} is a fibenng apparatus for G Thenf  reduces a map q : N" /G --> 
N'~/F. We also assume that similar conditions hold for q as p and that p and q are 
compatible. The following is a generalization f the main theorem of [10]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G and {F, ¢b,f} be as above. Then 
H,(R~/ r;  t-~( qp))®Z[~] ~- L;~(G)®Z[~]. 
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Proof. The proof is lust a slight generatizatxon fthe proof ofthe theorem mentioned 
above. But we give an outline of the proof, for the convenience of the reader. The 
desired isomorphism is induced by the following composition: 
A 
H,(g~m/F" E_O~(qp)) . . . . .  F ,, -~0_, (g~ / r ,  qp)--*B_j((R x W~)/G),  
where A~ is a homotopy equivalence and F is the restriction map to 0. We prove 
the theorem by induction on the size (m, tK l) of F, where K is the holonomy group 
of F and we use the lexicographic order. When m = 0, ~' iF  i~ a single point and 
F is a homotopy equivalence. So assume that m>0.  According t-~ Farrell and 
Hsiang, there are three possible cases: 
(1) there exists a surjection 0:  F ~ Z with F '  = ker(dJ) a crystallographic group 
of rank m - 1; or 
(2) there exist an infinite set of posttb'e integers , epimorphisms q~ :F--, F, onto 
finite groups F~, a crystallographic group H of rank l (~>1), and a positive constant 
C such that, for each maximal hyperelementary subgroup H of F~, either 
0) the size of q~(H)  ns strictly smaller than that of F, or 
(11) there, are an epimorphism O:q?l(H ') -~ I I  for some H '  conjugate to H in 
F~ and a 0-equivanant alfine surjection h ~"  _~Rt such that 
]dh (~)1 <~ (C/x/-~)]xl 
for each tangent vector ~ of R '~ ; or 
(3) F is isomorphic to the infinite dihedral group. 
First suppose that F satisfies (1) Then ~b induces a O-eqmvariant affine surjectlon 
~"  -~ R and hence a fiber bundle map R"/F-> RIT_ = S ~ with fiber diffeomorphlc to 
~m-~/F'. Therefore the homology group 
H,(E"/  F, ~- '  / F'; O_- ~( qp) ) 
is isomorphic to 
~( S' × ~." - '  l r ' ,  ,< × ~" - '  l r ' ;  ll_-~((qpl)'))-'- Hj_,(R~-IfF ' ;  U.-~(qpl)), 
where qpi denotes the restnction of qp to tm-1 /F  '. Thus we have a commutative 
diagram: 
. . . .  l-Ij(~m/F; n--~(qP)) ' H,-,t~m-'/r', t-~(qPl)) . . . .  
l 1 
. . . .  L ;~(G)  ~ L;_~ (O')  . . . . .  
where G'  ~ 0-1(F') .  The first row is the exact sequence for the pair (R~'/F, R'~-I/F'), 
and the second row is induced from the well-known exact sequence due to Wall, 
Shaneson, Farrell and Hstang. The merit of using L -~ is that we can forget the 
usual algebraic K-theoretic difficulties. By ir~duction hypothesis and [5, Lemma], 
the map H.(Rm/F;  ~--~:(qp))--> L~:(G) is proved to be an isomorphism modulo 
2-torsion. 
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Next suppose F satisfies (2). We first show that the map a : I-I~(R~IF, nY(qp))® 
7/[½]--> L ;~(G)®Z[~]  is injective. Suppose y is an element in the kernel. We will 
show that y=0.  We can regard 2"y to be an element of Hj(~/F;U--~(qp)), for 
some r Represent 2"y by a 0-cell p ofH_~(W"/F, ~-O~(qp)). A_~p(O) represents he 
image a(2'y) by a, which is 0 m L;~(G)®7?[~] By choosing a larger r, if necessary, 
we may assume it is 0 m L;~(G) ~__j((~"x W~)/G) satisfies Kan's condmon. 
Therefore there exists a 1-simplex o- of L j ( (~"  x W~)/G) connecting A_~p(O) and 
0. Pull o- back to ~" x W~ and let ~ be the radius measured ;n ~" !t is a finite 
number. Choose a positwe number s in (2) sufficiently large so that 
where e is the positive number posited in Theorem 1 2 applied to P'_~(N~/II, 
(N~x W~r)/H ~ NIJFI) (d'm'~. Hyperelementary induction works and we have a com- 
mutative diagram 
( re', H ) 
o--, H,(e~/r, ~_-~(qp)) . * (~Hj(Nm/q[l(H), II-~(qHPH))--'~ 
H 
Here Pm 
°1 1 °°,, 
(re~ H } 
o , L /~(G)  
qH are the natural maps 
H 
(R" x W~)/d)-~q~'(H)~W'/~-'q~](H), 
g~"/ga-lq~(H)-->~m/q~(H), respectively, and each exact row comes from the 
restriction maps corresponding to the maximal b_yperelementary subgroups H of 
F~ (one from each conjugacy class). If H satisfies (2)(t), then the vertical map an 
is an isomorphism modulo 2-torsion, by induction So resH(2~y)= 0. Suppose H 
satisfies (2)(ii) The map h "~ ~l  induces a map a W'/q~I(H)~RI/ll. Note that 
the map aH factors as follows 
Hj(R"/q~(H~; Q--~(qHpH))-'~ Hj(~'/I'[, L-~(etqHpH))~ L;~(6-] q~'(H)) 
W ~ tl/ 
resH(2ry)* ,? . . . . . . .  0 
and that the image of resu(2"y) m Hj(g~t/H, B--~:(aqHPH)), denoted ? above, is 0 
because of the smallness of (r m ~1/II and the shrmking lemma (In the shrinking 
lemma, the e for P'_s(~l/17, (Wx Wn)/H-->~I/II) ~d .... ~ applies equally well to 
F'j(Rt/II, aqHpu)(d'm'~).) NOW we claim that the first map in the factorization of 
au above is an isomorphism modulo 2-torsion. This, together with the mjectwity 
of (rcsH), implies that y =0.  
First, by Proposition 2 3, 
l-l~(~" / q~( H ), Q--~( quPn ) ) 
-~ Hj(Ul/II, [J H(a-I(x);n_-~(qupn[a-I(x)))). 
xc~llH 
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Let us study qnPH ] a-~(x). For each x ~ Rt/l-l, let H~ denote the lsotropy subgroup 
of H at a point zeR ~ in the orbit x. Define a subgroup G' of &-~q~(H) and a 
subgroup F '  of q~(H) by G'=~-lO-l(lI~) and F'= 0-1(H~), respectively G'  
(respectively F ' )  is the set of elements of ~5-Jq~(H) (respectively q~(H)) which 
leave f - lh - l (z )=R "-I (respe,.tively h-l(z)=R m-t) mvariant. F '  acts on R '~:  by 
isometrics, but the action may not be effective. Let F~ denote the kernel of this 
representation, then F"=F'/F~ is crystallographic, and a-~(x)=Rm-~/F ". Thus 
{F". G'->F'->F".~"-~-~ ~-~} is a fibering aooaratus for this action of G'  on ~- t  
and it induces the stratified system of fibrauons qnpnla-~(x). Since l~  > 1, we can 
apply induction 
er,(H(a-~(x); ~--~(qnPn I a-~(x))))®Z[~] 
Therefore, 
Hj(U"/q~(H), ~--~(qnpu))®Z[½] 
~- H~(U'/I-I; ,~ /n  ~_-~(p~ q~ ~-~(x)))®Z[~] 
=/-/~ (U'//-/; L~:(aqnpn))®Z[~] 
This finishes the injectivity part in case (2). The onto part is similar, and is omitted. 
Lastly, if F satisfies (3), we use elementary induction instead of hyperelementary 
induction This is the place where we need to use ®Z[½]. This completes the induction 
step, and the theorem ~s proved. [] 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Let L be a Lie group of the form KR, where K is a maximal compact subgroup 
and R is a dosed connected solvable normal subgroup of L, and let G be a discrete 
subgroup of L such that G ca L is cocompact in R (and hence G is cocompact m 
L). Assume that L is noncompact; otherwise, G is a finite group and Theorem 1 1 
is trivial for (3. We construct a fibering apparatus for the properly discontinuous 
action of G on ~ = K \L  
First we consider a special case: Assume R is nilpotent. Consider a sequence 
R = Rt°~D Rt l ) [> • • • D R tk~ = {1}, 
where R ~J~ is the commutator subgroule [R ~j-IJ, R ~J-~] of R ~J-~. Since KR ~= K 
is compact, there exists an integer i such that 
L = KR ~°~= KR "~ . . . . .  KR~'~ KR t'+l~. 
So, by replacing R with R tO if necessary, we may assume KR # K [R, R]. K[R, R]\ L 
is homeomorphic to the simply-connected Abelian Lie group (K ca R )[R, R]\R = R" 
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(rn > 0). Let f denote the composition K \ L ~ K [ R, R ]\  L ~ ~ " The Lie group L is 
acting on K\L  and K[R, R]\L by right multiplication A point of K[R, R]\L can 
be written as K[R, R]x, where x~ R, and an element ky of KR = L (k~ K,y~ R) 
acts on this as follows 
K[R, R]x (ky) = K[R, R]xky 
= K[R, R](k-~xk)y. 
Therefore the reduced action of L on R '~ is given by 
(K n R)[R, R]x. (kv) = (K n R)[R, R](k-~xk)y 
The following are easily observed 
(1) Thin action, when restricted to K, defines a homomorphism a K--> Aut(R m) 
and if K~ denotes the image a(K) ,  then K~c O(m) with respect o some inner 
product of ~"  
(2) I fycKnR,  then 
(KnR) [R ,  R ]x .y=(KnR) [g ,  g]y-~xy 
= (K n R)[R, R]y-Jxyx-ix = (K n R)[R, R]x, 
so K ca R acts trivally on R". 
Let [3 R-->(KcaR)[R,R]\R denote the ~atural map. We now define a map 
(a L= KR--> KI~<((K n R)[R, R] \R)c  O(m)~<g~ m = Isom(~' )  by sending ky (ke 
K, yE ,,j'' to (a(k),[3(.v))~ O(m)~<~ m.This is a well-defined homomorphlsm Let 
F denote the image of G by q~ m isom(~m). The subgroup GcaR of G of finite 
index has a discrete cocompact image in [R, R]\R, so its image in R '~ is also discrete 
and cocompact Therefore F is discrete and cocompact in O(m)~<~', i.e, F is a 
crystallographic group. Let ~b denote the restriction ~]G G-> F. Now {F, ~b,f} is 
the desired fibenng apparatus 
In a general case, we consider the nd-radical N of R If L = KN, then the special 
case above applies. So assume L~ KN We use the composition K\L~ KN\L-> 
(K n R)N\R  as f. Since [R, R] c N, (K n R)N\R  is a simply-connected Abehan 
Lie group ~'~ (m > 0), and we can carry out the same argument as above, using N 
instead of jR, R], and we obtain a fibermg apparatus. The details will be omitted 
Now we prove Theorem 1.1 by induction on the dimension of K \ L Let q .~n/G -> 
g~"/F be the stratified system of fibrations induced by the fibermg apparatus 
cons.ructed above. The "fiber" of this fibermg apparatus over a point [v] in ~m/F 
~s ".il~ act,<~n of the inverse image of ~b-~(Fv) on f - l (v )= R . . . .  , where F~ is the 
isotropy subgroup of F at ve[~". When R is mlpotent and v=(KnR) [R ,  R]x 
(x c R), ~b-l(F~,) = (x -I Kx)[R, R] n G It is discrete m (x- '  Kx)[R, R] ar.d ~b-I(F~ ) n 
[R, R] = Gn[R ,  R] is cocompact in [R, R]. The point inverses of q and qp a~e 
q-l([v]) = (x-'  Kx)\(x- i  Kx)[ R, R]I @-i(F~) 
= R. -~/@- , ( ro ) ,  
( qp )-I([ V]) = ( Wr7 x R"-'n)l ~b-I( ro). 
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Note that the dimension of (x-IKx)\(x-IKx)[R, R] ts strictly smaller than that of 
K\KR When L ~ KN, similar statements are obtained with JR, R] replaced by N. 
Now, modulo 2-torsion, 
H,(n~"IG, L-~(p)) = H,(n~IF,UH(q-'([v]); ~--~(Pl q-'([v])))) 
- -  H,(Rm/ r,UL-~(( qp)-'([ v]))) 
= H~(~/F, ~_-'~(qp)), 
by induction hypothesis By Theorem 3.1 the bottom line ts isomorphtc to L~(G) 
modulo 2-torsion, therefore, the mduction step ts completed 
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